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Abstract
Natural flow regimes can play a major role as an overarching ecosystem driver in reproduction and recruitment of riverine fishes.
Human needs for freshwater however have altered hydrology of many riverine systems worldwide, threatening fish population sustainability. To understand and predict how spatiotemporal dynamics of flow regimes influence reproductive and recruitment variability, and ultimately population sustainability of shovelnose sturgeon (Scaphirhynchus platorynchus), we develop a spatially explicit
(1D) individual-based population model that mechanistically (via energetics-based processes) simulates daily activities (dispersal,
spawning, foraging, growth, and survival). With field observations of sturgeon and habitat conditions in a major tributary of the
Missouri River system (USA), we calibrate and evaluate the model via pattern-oriented modeling. Model simulation experiments using 17-year environmental time series data showed that seasonal and interannual variation in hydrological conditions plays a major
role in timing, location, and magnitude of spawning and recruitment success of sturgeon. During droughts, consecutive weak yearclasses resulted in a steady population decline. While low flow and subsequent low prey production limited foraging opportunities
and slowed gonad development, these conditions were not severe enough for adults to abort the reproductive cycle. Post-settlement
larval sturgeon were however unable to feed efficiently to grow out of a size-dependent ‘predation window’, resulting in high mortality. Slow growth and low survival of larval sturgeon thus likely play a larger role in recruitment failures during droughts than
low or lack of spawning events.
Keywords: River, Population dynamics, Energetics, Individual-based models, Spatially explicit models, Shovelnose sturgeon,
Conservation

In riverine systems, the natural flow regime can play a critical role in reproduction and recruitment of aquatic and terrestrial organisms (Humphries et al., 1999; Nunn et al., 2007),
and ultimately in structuring community assemblages and
functioning as an overarching ecosystem driver (Bunn and
Arthington, 2002; Lytle and Poff, 2004). Human needs for
freshwater however have made substantial impacts on hydrology and geomorphology of many riverine systems worldwide
(Nilsson and Berggren, 2000). Many of these systems have
been channelized to regulate the flow; regulated systems usually have less capacity to buffer perturbations (e.g., droughts)
than natural systems (Palmer et al., 2008). Flow regulation for
instance has altered life-history traits of fish species, resulting in persistent recruitment failures and threatening sustainability of populations in these systems (Bunn and Arthington,
2002; Poff et al., 1997).

1. Introduction
Life history strategies of organisms have evolved by adaptation to the natural variability of environmental drivers (Hutchings, 2002; Lytle and Poff, 2004; Winemiller and
Rose, 1992). Consistent availability of natural habitats suitable for reproduction and recruitment is therefore essential in
maintaining sustainable populations (Gibson, 1994). A variety of human activities have however facilitated habitat degradation and destruction, threatening population sustainability of many species in aquatic and terrestrial systems (Lucas
and Marmulla, 2000). Understanding underlying mechanisms
driving environment–life history trait relationships for populations under environmental stress is thus becoming increasingly important for conservation and management in these
systems (Hampe and Petit, 2005).
79
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Recruitment variability in fish is often regulated by environmental drivers (e.g., water temperature) that affect
growth and survival during early life stages (Anderson, 1988;
Houde, 1987; Houde, 2009). Cyclic prey population dynamics linked with environmental variability during the transition to the feeding stage (‘critical period’) has been hypothesized as a dominant driver of recruitment success (Cushing,
1996; Humphries et al., 2013); specifically, survival of larval
fish may depend on fast growth via consistent foraging success to avoid size-dependent predation (Houde, 2009).
While a number of studies have examined the roles of biological and environmental drivers in foraging success and ultimately recruitment in marine systems (Boehlert and Mundy,
1988), underlying mechanisms of recruitment success for riverine fishes (i.e., flow–recruitment relationships) is less understood (Bunn and Arthington, 2002; Lytle and Poff, 2004). For
riverine fishes, flow regime changes in spawning and rearing grounds may bring about changes in temperature regime
and food availability that could disrupt early life stage processes such as timing and location of spawning and settlement
(Humphries et al., 1999; King et al., 2003; Nunn et al., 2007).
River flow may also indirectly influence recruitment success via energetics and maturation processes in juvenile and
adult females that ultimately determine reproductive output
(Encina and Granado-Lorencio, 1997). Variation in energy intake among individuals and species can result in a range of energy investment strategies for reproduction (McBride et al.,
2013). For instance, floods and droughts can reduce foraging
efficiency of drift-feeding fishes, subsequently reducing energy availability for growth and gonad development (Collins and Anderson, 1999; Encina and Granado-Lorencio, 1997).
Large fluctuations in flow regimes during extreme hydrologic events can thus lead to delayed maturation and skipped
spawning for riverine fishes (Jonsson et al., 2013). While environmental variation may be a strong driver of recruitment, intrinsic drivers such as energy allocation in females may also be
equally important in regulating reproductive success.
Here we develop and evaluate a simulation model that assesses ecological impacts of altered flow regimes on Scaphirhynchus sturgeon reproductive and recruitment success, and
consequences for population sustainability in a regulated
river. We use a spatially explicit individual-based population

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of a
spatially explicit individual-based
model of shovelnose sturgeon
(SEIBM-1DSNS). Boxes indicate life
stages of shovelnose sturgeon in the
model. Italicized texts indicate individual-level processes that facilitate
the transition to the next life stage
in the model. Diamond shapes indicate environmental drivers (inputs)
of the individual-level processes in
the model. Detailed description of
how the environmental drivers influence each process of the model is provided in Appendix A (Supplementary material).
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model that explicitly and implicitly simulates individual-level
daily activities in response to varying flow regimes (e.g., flowdependent dispersal, spawning, foraging, and mortality, Figure 1 and Appendix A in Supplementary material) during the
entire life cycle. Further, this model is designed to synthesize
currently available information on Scaphirhynchus life history
(Wildhaber et al., 2007; Wildhaber et al., 2011). Model simulations should shed light on this critical link by examining population-level responses to hydrologic variation that emerge
from a variety of individual-level traits. Specifically, we explicitly test the role of energetics as an underlying mechanism
of how varying flow regimes drive (1) reproductive ecology
including spawning habitat selection and decision to spawn
(e.g., spawning frequency and location), and (2) recruitment
including settlement location and survival of larvae and juveniles, all of which would ultimately influence population sustainability of fishes in regulated rivers.
2. Methods and materials
2.1. Study species
Scaphirhynchus sturgeon, long-lived iteroparous species
with infrequent spawning, rely on repeatability of natural environmental cues such as natural flow dynamics for timing
and location of spawning events, and ultimately for recruitment success (DeLonay et al., 2009). Field observations suggest that these river flow-related cues appear to signal these
sturgeon for habitat conditions (e.g., water temperature) suitable for spawning and rearing (DeLonay et al., 2009). Yet it is
not clear how these observed responses in individual reproductive traits emerge as state dynamics of the populations
(Jager, 2001). While recent concerted efforts have gained some
insights into the reproductive physiology and behaviors of
Scaphirhynchus sturgeon in response to altered environmental conditions (Korschgen, 2007), underlying mechanisms of
reproduction and recruitment of these species are still poorly
identified. There is thus an urgent need to understand the ecological and physiological traits involved in the reproductive
and recruitment ecology of Scaphirhynchus spp. in regulated
rivers to assist sturgeon conservation and river management
(DeLonay et al., 2009).

Spatiotemporal
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2.2. Study system
The sturgeon model was calibrated and evaluated for the
lower Platte River (LPR, Nebraska, USA) population; the
LPR is one of the major tributaries of the Missouri River, located between Plattsmouth and Columbus (~162 river km or
rkm), Nebraska (Figure 2), providing spawning and nursing habitats for fish and wildlife including endangered species such as pallid sturgeon (Scaphirhynchus albus) (DeLonay
Figure 2. Study system; (a) a map of
the lower Platte River (LPR), Nebraska,
USA; (b) observed spatially averaged
daily mean discharge rate (m s−1) in the
LPR during 1995–2011 (USGS National
Water Information System, http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis). Light pink rectangle indicates the drought period
(2002–2006).

81
et al., 2009; Peters and Parham, 2008). Flow regimes of the
Missouri River and many of its tributaries have been considerably altered from their natural conditions because of impoundments and channelization (Pegg et al., 2003; Reuter
et al., 2009). In the LPR, its hydrology and channel geomorphology have been altered from natural conditions since the
1850s to meet a variety of human needs including hydroelectricity, flood control, agricultural land use, and irrigation in
the region (Ginting et al., 2008).
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2.3. Model description

2.3.2. Design concepts

The following sections describe a spatially explicit (1-dimensional) individual-based model for shovelnose sturgeon (Scaphirhynchus platorynchus) (SEIBM-1DSNS) according
to the Overview, Design concepts, and Details (ODD) protocol (Grimm et al., 2006; Grimm et al., 2010). The SEIBM-1DSNS
was coded in IDL version 8.2.1 (Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Inc., Colorado, USA).

2.3.2.1. Basic principles. Our model is primarily based on energetics principles. There are existing complex, mechanistically rich IBMs that simulate effects of thermal and flow regimes on population dynamics of stream and riverine fishes
(e.g., Frank and Baret, 2013; Piou and Prévost, 2012; Railsback
et al., 2009). However, to explicitly evaluate the role of energetics in understanding how spatial and temporal environmental variability contributes to reproductive (e.g., spawning
frequency) and recruitment (e.g., sources of larval mortality)
variability, we decided to develop a new model that can capture the entire process of energy acquisition and allocation
processes (e.g., flow-driven foraging and gonad maturation) of
each individual fish (Figure 1).

2.3.1. Overview
2.3.1.1. Purpose. Our primary objectives were (1) to understand mechanisms underlying direct and indirect effects of altered flow regimes and channel morphology on recruitment
variability and long-term population sustainability of Scaphirhynchus spp., and (2) to evaluate management implications
in regulated rivers. We initially develop the model for shovelnose sturgeon because of habitat requirements similar to its
endangered, sympatric species, pallid sturgeon, and relatively
large field data availability for model parameterization and
evaluation (DeLonay et al., 2009). The SEIBM-1DSNS continuously runs to simulate sturgeon population dynamics in the
LPR model environment over multiple years and generations.
2.3.1.2. Entities, state variables, and scales. The SEIBM-1DSNS
has two entities: (1) sturgeon and (2) the river environment.
The model keeps track of state variables of the entire life cycle
of sturgeon; early life stages (fertilized eggs, yolk-sac larvae,
and post-settlement (swim-up) larvae, and age-0 juveniles) are
represented as super-individuals (SIYOY, Scheffer et al., 1995),
whereas age 1+ juveniles and adults are represented as individual fish. Each SIYOY represents a collection of individuals
(“cohorts”) from the same mother. The sturgeon model has 12
state variables; total body length (mm), total body mass (g),
storage mass (g), structural mass (g), gonadal mass (g), the
number of individuals each SIYOY represents, maturity status,
reproductive status, physiological condition, sex, age (years),
and longitudinal location in the river (rkm).
The model river environment (the LPR) has seven state
variables; daily and depth averages of spatially explicit discharge (m3 s−1), depth (m), width of the wetted area (m), turbidity (NTB), and drift invertebrate prey (Chironomidae, etc.)
biomass (g m−2), and spatially uniform temperature (°C) and
photoperiod (h).
The spatial scale of the model is determined by the model
LPR structure, which is equally divided into 162 longitudinal rectangular segments (or grid cells of 1.0 rkm each). The
model simulates the sturgeon population and updates state
variables at discrete daily time steps.
2.3.1.3. Process overview and scheduling. On each simulation day, habitat conditions (temperature, turbidity, discharge,
depth, width, and drift prey biomass) are first updated, and
then the SEIBM-1DSNS evaluates actions by individual sturgeon (with submodels) in the following order: (1) spawning
(adults in the reproductive cycle only), (2) hatching and larval development (eggs and yolk-sac larvae only), (3) movement, (4) foraging, (5) growth (via bioenergetics), and (6) mortality (Figure 1). State variables are updated at the end of each
action. At the beginning of each simulation year, maturity is
evaluated once, and mature individuals with ‘good’ physiological condition (see Growth submodel in Appendix A (Supplementary material) for the minimum threshold) enter the
annual reproductive cycle. Spawning normally occurs from
late spring to early summer only when relative gonad mass,
photoperiod, discharge rate, and water temperature all meet
the thresholds (see Spawning submodel in Appendix A (Supplementary material)) concurrently.

2.3.2.2. Emergence. Demographic characteristics (e.g., abundance, age structure, and biomass) and spatial distribution
of the sturgeon population in the river emerge from individual-level processes (e.g., individual growth, survival, reproduction, and movement) in response to habitat conditions and
indirect competition with other individuals for prey (density
dependence) within the population.
2.3.2.3. Adaptation. Individuals adjust movement and energy
allocation (storage, structure, or gonad) in response to energy
intake, physiological condition, maturity status, and environmental conditions. Further, an adult’s decision to enter and
complete a reproductive cycle (i.e., frequency of spawning)
depends on its previous experiences with environmental conditions and physiological condition (see Growth submodel in
Appendix A (Supplementary material) for details).
2.3.2.4. Sensing. We assume that sturgeon are able to sense
gradients of environmental conditions (discharge and depth)
and prey availability (drift invertebrate density) between
neighboring grid cells when they make movement decisions.
2.3.2.5. Interaction. We assume that sturgeon indirectly interact with each other through density-dependent exploitative
competition (see Foraging submodel in Appendix A (Supplementary material)) when they are located in the same cell.
2.3.2.6. Stochasticity. Initial age-specific length, the ability of
fish to sense habitat conditions, prey availability (body size
and biomass), prey capture success, spawning, and mortality
are assumed to have a stochastic component to represent inherent uncertainty (e.g., sensing) and random processes (e.g.,
prey capture).
2.3.2.7. Observation. State variables and spatial locations of
model individual sturgeon are recorded daily. These state
variables are then used to compute spatial and temporal demographic characteristics (e.g., spawning biomass) of the
population.
2.3.2.8. Input data. Model inputs include initial population
characteristics (e.g., age structure and body size distribution)
of sturgeon based on field surveys (Peters and Parham, 2008),
empirical time series data of temperature and discharge in the
LPR (Table 1 and Figure 2), turbidity, depth, and width data
empirically derived from discharge-dependent functions (Appendix C in Supplementary material), and simulated data of
photoperiod (Appendix C in Supplementary material) and
drift prey production (Appendix A in Supplementary material). Derivation of environmental input data is described in
Appendix C (Supplementary material).
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Table 1. Annual means of estimated daily water temperatures in
lower Platte River (1995–2011).
Time (year)

Annual mean

SD

Maximum

Minimum

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

13.85
10.88
12.83
13.81
13.11
12.81
13.61
13.81
12.82
12.88
15.11
12.81
14.81
13.46
12.51
14.51
14.81

11.05
8.16
9.34
9.51
8.15
8.73
9.51
9.01
9.23
9.60
10.43
8.80
10.39
10.78
8.70
10.10
10.39

29.70
22.43
26.00
27.19
24.58
25.10
26.99
26.50
25.81
26.46
29.80
25.19
29.43
28.93
27.44
28.72
29.43

0.010
0.004
0.010
0.405
1.558
0.505
0.205
1.100
0.005
0.002
0.400
0.405
0.168
0.010
0.958
0.276
0.168

Growth, Spawning, and Mortality) with a total of 72 parameters.
Detailed description of these submodels is provided in Appendix A (Supplementary material).
2.4. Model parameterization and calibration

2.3.3. Details
2.3.3.1. Initialization. The model is initialized with 60,000 age
1+ shovelnose sturgeon individuals on January 1st with 5-year
burn-in simulations to minimize the effects of initial conditions.
The initial location of each individual is randomly assigned to
a grid cell with non-extreme habitat conditions with respect
to water velocity (≤0.6 m s−1) and depth (≥0.5 m). We assume
that the initial age structure follows the Poisson distribution
with mean age of 7, which is truncated at a maximum age of 16
(shovelnose sturgeon >age 16 are rarely observed in the LPR,
Pegg pers. observations), and that the initial sex ratio is 1:1. Age
and sex are randomly assigned to each individual assuming
that these variables follow a binomial distribution. For age 1+
sturgeon, initial lengths at age i (tage) are set to those at the end
of the previous year’s growing season (age i − 1) and calculated
using the von Bertalanffy growth function as
Lfish int = Lfish ∞ × (1 – e–KL × ((tage – 1) – t0))
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(1)

where Lfish ∞ is the asymptotic average length, KL is the Brody
growth rate coefficient (year−1), and t0 is a constant (Appendix
B (Supplementary material), Ricker, 1975).
Young-of-the-year (YOY) are introduced only after spawning, hatching, and settlement. Once spawned, fertilized eggs
are initialized as super-individuals (SIYOY); the number of SIYOY is the number of spawning females, and the number of individuals that each SI represents is the total number of eggs
spawned by each female. These values thus vary among females every simulation year. After settlement, the initial
length (Llarvaint) of 15.6 mm TL (±0.84 SE) is assigned to larvae
(Braaten et al., 2008) as Llarvaint = 15.6 + 0.84RN, where RN is
a random number drawn from the normal distribution. Initial total mass is calculated using structural mass based on a
length-dependent function with the assumption that sturgeon
initially have optimally allocated energy in storage tissue (see
Growth submodel in Appendix A (Supplementary material)
for the formulation).
In each simulation year, initial prey biomass in each grid
cell is randomly assigned on January 1st with a mean of
18.8 wet g m−2 (±2.2 SE), which was derived from field studies
conducted near the study system (the Platte and Missouri Rivers, Hay et al., 2008; Whiles and Goldowitz, 2001; Whiles and
Goldowitz, 2005) with a wet to dry weight conversion factor of
0.145 (Cummins and Wuycheck, 1971).
2.3.3.2. Submodels. The SEIBM-1DSNS consists of one prey
submodel (Drift invertebrate production) and six sturgeon submodels (Embryonic and larval development, Foraging, Movement,

We initially parameterized the model with literature-derived parameter values (Appendix B (Supplementary material)) and then calibrated the submodel and full model with
historical field data of the LPR population of shovelnose sturgeon (Peters and Parham, 2008; Schwarz et al., 2006; Swigle,
2003) using the pattern-oriented modeling (POM) approach
(Grimm and Railsback, 2012). We simultaneously used the following four patterns from field observations; (a) length-at-age,
(b) mass-at-age, (c) spatial distribution, and (d) age 3+ population size as model calibration filters. During calibration, we
ran simulations continuously for 10 years (with the 1995–2004
LPR input data, Figure 2, Table 1, and Appendix C (Supplementary material)) with the corresponding LPR environmental input data and then compared mean simulated values
(n = q10 replicates) with field observations, where available.
We calibrated the age 3+ population size by iteratively running simulations after incrementally adjusting the initial population size and mortality parameters (αZpred and βZpred, see
Appendix A and B (Supplementary material)) so that simulated population size remained within the bounds estimated
from the field surveys conducted during 2001–2004 in the LPR
(estimated population size: 23,000–69,000, Peters and Parham,
2008). We calibrated growth and energy allocation of age 1+
sturgeon to match field observations of length- and mass-atage of the LPR population by incrementally adjusting parameters of the Growth submodel (αρ, βρ, αgrow, and βgrow, see Appendix A and B (Supplementary material)). We calibrated
movement of feeding sturgeon to match field observations of
seasonal spatial distribution (by relative biomass) of the LPR
population (Hofpar, 1997; Swigle, 2003) by incrementally adjusting parameters of the Movement submodel (tmove and Pmig,
see Appendix A and B (Supplementary material)).
2.5. Simulation experiments
2.5.1. Sensitivity analysis
To identify influential parameters in the model, we conducted sensitivity analysis for 72 parameters (Appendix B
(Supplementary material)) simultaneously using Monte Carlo
simulations (300 parameter sets) with the Latin Hypercube design. In these simulations, we assumed the normal distribution for all parameters with coefficient of variation (CV) of 1%.
We then computed correlations (R) and relative partial sum
of squares (RPSS, Rose et al., 1991) to determine proportional
contributions of each parameter to variation in (a) total population size, (b) spawning stock biomass, (c) recruitment, (d)
abundance of reproductive females, and (e) final body length
of young-of-the-year.
2.5.2. Model analysis: hindcasting (1995–2011)
We ran simulation experiments (n = 30 replicates) with 17year (1995–2011) empirical time series data of water temperature and discharge (along with derived environmental data) in
the LPR (Table 1 and Figure 2) to evaluate model structural validity and modeled population (and its components) sensitivity to seasonal and interannual variation in habitat conditions
(e.g., river flow and prey availability). The 17-year inputs are
grouped into three categories based on hydrological conditions
(www.platteriverprogram.org); normal (2001 and 2007–2009),
dry (2002–2006) and wet (1995–2000, 2010, and 2011) (Table 2).
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3. Results
3.1. Sensitivity analysis
There was relatively large interannual variation in parameter sensitivity for all five state variables examined, with recruitment being the most variable; population size (Npop;
CV = 3.43–111.3%), spawning stock biomass (SSB; CV = 11.5–
100.3%), recruitment (RYOY; CV = 35.0–323.3%), the number
of reproductive females (Nreprof; CV = 3.5–74.9%), and body
length of young-of-the-year (LYOY; CV = 4.2–41.0%) during
1995–2011. All these variables consistently showed high sensitivity to a few parameters; in particular, one of the parameters that determine spawning habitat conditions, maximum
spawning temperature threshold (Tspwnmax, Npop: RPSS = 4.0–
28%, SSB: RPSS = 34–72%, RYOY: RPSS = 20–27%, Nreprof:
RPSS = 4.0–66%; LYOY: RPSS = 0.2–29%) and one of the parameters that limit daily food consumption, the exponent of maximum daily food consumption rate (βcmax, Npop: RPSS = 2.0–
23%, SSB: RPSS = 21–30%, RYOY: RPSS = 4.0–11%, Nreprof:
RPSS = 1.0–20%; LYOY: RPSS = 0.1–24%) (Figure 3). However,
the sensitivity of the five state variables also showed high interannual variation (Figure 3); for example, both SSB and RYOY
are less sensitive to Tspwnmax and βcmax during the dry years
(2002–2006, Figure 3).
3.2. Model analysis: hindcasting hydrological influences on
individual-to-population traits
Figure 3. Results of sensitivity analysis (shown in relative partial sum
of squares, RPSS). Each panel shows the top three parameters in the
analysis in the 17-year simulations; (a) population size (number of
individuals), (b) spawning female biomass (g wet), (c) recruitment
(number of individuals); (d) reproductive females (number of individuals); and (e) final body length of young-the-year (mm). Note that parameters shown in colored lines are different for each state variables.
Light pink rectangles indicate the drought period (2002–2006).
Table 2. Annual means of daily discharge rates of hydrological years
in lower Platte River (1995–2011).
Hydrological Time (year)
class		
Normal
Wet
Dry

2001, 2007–2009
1995–2000, 2010–2011
2002–2006

Annual
mean

Maximum

Minimal

153.24
196.82
83.24

989.08
866.92
284.57

9.82
40.49
0.00

2.5.3. Model evaluation
To evaluate model applicability in projecting shovelnose
sturgeon populations in the field, we evaluated the model
(primary and secondary) predictions (Bart, 1995) using the
POM approach (Grimm and Railsback, 2012) comparing five
patterns in the simulated population. The state variables of the
SEIBM-1DSNS we evaluated are (a) population size, (b) lengthand mass-at-age, (c) maturation, (d) spatial distribution, and
(e) age structure of shovelnose sturgeon with field observations in the LPR during the last three years of the simulation experiments (2009–2011; the sampling was conducted on
March 17 to October 29 in 2009; March 30 to November 1 in
2010; and March 29 to August 31 in 2011; the maturation data
were based on 2011 and 2012 samples; see Hammen, (2015)
and Rugg, (2013) for details of field sampling and sample processing). We evaluated these patterns by comparing annual
means of the 2009–2011 model outputs from the 17-year simulation experiments (above) with the field data using rootmean-square error (RMSE); we calculated RMSE values for
each replicated simulation run (n = 30) and then used mean
values of these replicates for model evaluation.

Our model simulations showed that spatiotemporal dynamics of river hydrology played a major role in sturgeon
population dynamics including timing and location of spawning events as well as growth and survival of larvae.
3.2.1. Population dynamics
Total population biomass of sturgeon declined by 4- to
7-fold during dry years (2002–2006, Figure 4a); similarly, total population size declined by 3- to 4-fold (Figure 4b). Juvenile abundance steadily declined throughout the dry years
and post-dry years until 2008, whereas adult abundance did
not start declining until 2006 (Figure 4c). In the post-drought
period, total population size and biomass, and juvenile abundance all bounced back, whereas adult abundance continued
declining (Figure 4c).
3.2.2. Spatial distribution and movement
Movements and habitat selection of sturgeon varied considerably among years, reflecting hydrological variation (Figure 5). Annual means of daily movement rate of age 1–16+
were 377–748 m d−1. Juvenile and adult sturgeon generally
moved downstream during spring and early summer and
then moved upstream in fall; however, during the dry years,
more individuals congregated in the downstream than during
normal or wet years.
Mean longitudinal locations of spawning events also shifted
downstream in response to river discharge (mean flow rates
during the spawning period: early April to late July: 109.8 m3 s−1
in dry years, 200.3 m3 s−1 in normal years, and 221.2 m3 s−1 in
wet years); 122.7 rkm in dry years, 106.8 rkm in normal years,
and 93.2 rkm in wet years (Figure 5). Further, variability in
spawning locations declined (SD = 12.6–19.2) in dry years compared to normal or wet years (SD = 21.2–38.3, Figure 5). Mean
settlement locations of drifting larvae were also highly variable between ~90 and 130 rkm of the river with a few exceptions (1997 and 2006), and then shifted upstream (~50 rkm) during high flow events in 2008 and 2010 (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Interannual variation in simulated (a) total biomass, (b) total
abundance, and (c) young-of-the-year (black solid line), juvenile (blue
long dashed line), and adult (green short dashed line) abundance of
the LPR shovelnose sturgeon at the end of each simulation year during 1995–2011. Dark gray dotted lines indicate 95% confidence lines
based on 30 replicated simulations. Light pink rectangles indicate the
drought period (2002–2006).

3.2.3. Foraging and energetics
During dry years, mature females consumed less than during normal or wet years (Figure 6a). Further, mature females
in the reproductive cycle allocated a higher proportion of energy to storage in dry years than in normal or wet years, resulting in less energy available for gonad development (Figure 6b). This shift in energy allocation allowed these females
to maintain their physiological condition (Figure 6c). However, reduced energy intake led to reduced somatic growth
rates during dry years compared to wet or normal years (Figure 6d). During the post-drought period, reproductive females
allocated more energy to gonad than to storage (Figure 6b). By
contrast, immature and non-reproductive mature females did
not show any difference in energy allocation in response to
river hydrology (Figure 6e).
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Figure 5. Mean longitudinal distribution (river km or rkm) of simulated shovelnose sturgeon spawning events (black solid line) and larval sturgeon settlement (green long-dashed line) locations in the LPR
during 1995–2011. Dark gray dotted lines indicate 95% confidence
lines based on 30 replicated simulations. Light pink rectangle indicates
the drought period (2002–2006).

3.2.4. Maturation and spawning
River hydrology also altered reproductive life-history traits
of females. Females matured earlier (by ~1–2 years) during
dry years than normal or wet years (Figure 7a). While the biomass of spawners did not decline until 2008 (~220–1100 females spawned throughout dry years, Figure 7b), the proportion of reproductive females that spawned declined to less
than ~20% during dry years (Figure 7c).
Age structure of spawning females shifted during dry
years; >90% of spawners consisted of age 9 fish in 2004–2006
(Figure 7b). However, the relative number of mature females
in the reproductive cycle did not start declining until 2006
(Figure 7d). Mean and variation of spawning frequency of females declined during dry years and remained low during the
post-drought period (Figure 7e); whereas, annual mean egg
production varied little among years in response to river hydrology (Figure 7f).
3.2.5. Recruitment
Interannual variation in hydrological conditions played
a major role in year-class strength by reducing growth and

Figure 6. Interannual variation in (a) food consumption rate of reproductive females, (b) relative mass of storage (black solid circles) and
gonad (red solid triangles) of reproductive females, (c) physiological condition of reproductive females, (d) growth rate in length (blue
solid circles) and mass (green solid triangles) of reproductive females,
and (e) relative storage mass of juvenile (blue solid circles) and non-reproductive (green solid triangles) females during 1995–2011. All error
bars indicate standard deviation among individual females based on
one simulation run randomly selected from 30 replicates. Light pink
rectangles indicate the drought period (2002–2006).
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Figure 7. Interannual variation in (a) mean age-at-maturity of females,
(b) spawning stock biomass, (c) relative number of reproductive females that spawned, (d) relative number of mature females in the reproductive cycle, (e) mean frequency of lifetime spawning events, and
(f) mean fecundity of the simulated shovelnose sturgeon population
during 1995–2011. Error bars in (a), (b), (e), and (f) indicate standard
deviation among individual females based on one simulation run randomly selected from 30 replicates. Dark gray dotted lines in (c) and
(d) indicate 95% confidence lines based on 30 replicated simulations.
Light pink rectangles indicate the drought period (2002–2006).

survival of post-settlement sturgeon. Despite continued
spawning during dry years, the mean number of recruits declined by >950-fold (~3.7 × 10−7 individuals m−2) and remained low until the end of the dry period (Figure 4c). Most
YOYs died from size-dependent predation; highest mortality
rates (5.5- and 14.8-fold higher than in other years) were observed in 2002 and 2006 (Figure 8a).
Growth and survival of YOYs varied highly among hydrological years. Surviving YOYs consumed more (by >3fold) food, grew larger (by 1.3-fold in length), and ultimately
reached larger body sizes during dry years (Figure 8b–d).
Consumption rates of YOYs were strongly influenced by water current and drift prey density; YOYs consumed the most
efficiently when water current was 0.24–0.37 m s−1 and drift
prey density was 5.9–8.7 g m−2 (Figure 8e).
3.3. Model evaluation: comparison with field observations
3.3.1. Spatial distribution
The simulated spatial distributions of shovelnose sturgeon in
the LPR generally correspond to the field observations during
April–November of 2009–2011 (Table 3, RMSE = 0.116–1.74).
A majority of observed and simulated sturgeon were found in
the downstream between Louisville and Plattsmouth, NE (~84–
162 rkm) of the river, where flow-dependent HSI, river connectivity, and drift prey biomass were all relatively high. There
were however some notable discrepancies between simulated
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Figure 8. Young-of-the-year shovelnose sturgeon’s (a) interannual
variation in size- dependent predation mortality, (b) interannual variation in food consumption, (c) interannual variation in growth rate in
length (blue solid circles) and mass (green solid triangles), (d) interannual variation in body length at the end of the growing season, and
(e) relationship between consumption and drift prey density and water current during 1995–2011. All error bars indicate standard deviation among individual larvae based on one simulation run randomly
selected from 30 replicates. Light pink rectangles indicate the drought
period (2002–2006).

and observed spatial distributions; in particular, a larger number of simulated sturgeon moved upstream (50–76 rkm) during
fall than observed sturgeon in the LPR (Table 3).
3.3.2. Growth
Simulated mean length-at-age (age 3–14) during the growing season matched field observations during 2009–2011 (Figure 9a–c). The mass–length relationship of simulated sturgeon
also matched that of observed sturgeon in the LPR during
2009–2011 (Figure 9d–f).
3.3.3. Maturation and fecundity
Simulated age-at-maturity of females matched field observations (age-at-50% maturity = ~9–10 years old, Figure 10).
Observed age-at-maturity of males estimated by the logistic function appeared to mature slightly (~1 year) later than
simulated males; however, age-at-maturity of both simulated
and observed male sturgeon was highly variable (Figure 10).
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Mean fecundity (the number of eggs per female) in simulated
females (23,627.8 ± 4063.3) was higher than field observations
(16,097.8 ± 6239.1; minimum–maximum: 9301–37,513).
3.3.4. Age structure and population size
Observed age distributions during 2009–2011 showed little interannual variation, which differed from simulated age
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distributions (Figure 11). Underrepresented age classes (by
~44.8%) in the simulated population were year classes with
low recruitment particularly during dry years (Figure 11).
Underrepresentation of some age classes in the simulated
population was reflected in population size, being smaller
(by ~38.8%) than the observed population during 2009–2011,
which resulted in large RMSE values (RMSE2009–2011 = 39.0,

Table 3. Observed and mean simulated seasonal spatial distributions of shovelnose sturgeon in four segments (1–50, 50–76, 76–128, and 128–
162 rkm) of the lower Platte River during 2009–2011. RMSE = root-mean-square error.
		
Year
River segment

Observed 		
Spring
Summer

Fall

Simulated 		
Spring
Summer

Fall

RMSE
Spring

Summer

1–50
0.104
0.066
0.009
0.045
0.059
0.015			
50–76
0.082
0.000
0.024
0.029
0.261
0.552			
76–128
0.103
0.259
0.329
0.310
0.246
0.178			
128–162
0.711
0.675
0.638
0.566
0.488
0.263			
								0.358
0.116

Fall

2009

1–50
0.026
0.000
0.042
0.171
0.069
0.099			
50–76
0.013
0.000
0.023
0.142
0.154
0.255			
76–128
0.384
0.050
0.544
0.475
0.552
0.443			
128–162
0.577
0.950
0.391
0.145
0.257
0.229			
								0.781
1.174

1.739

2010

1–50
0.047
0.029
0.000
0.276
0.084
0.062			
50–76
0.044
0.058
0.000
0.077
0.159
0.487			
76–128
0.350
0.456
0.637
0.132
0.142
0.377			
128–162
0.560
0.458
0.363
0.464
0.653
0.140			
								0.571
0.383

0.791

2011

0.348

Figure 9. Simulated and observed total body length (TL) of age 3+ shovelnose sturgeon in the lower Platte River in (a) 2009, (b) 2010, and (c) 2011;
and simulated and observed body mass–length relationship of age 3+ shovelnose sturgeon in the lower Platte River in (d) 2009, (e) 2010, and (f)
2011. Error bars in observed values in (a–c) indicate standard deviation. Black solid lines and red dashed lines in (d–f) indicate a power function
(body mass = α × lengthβ; α and β are constants) fitted to simulated data and observed data, respectively.
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Figure 12. Simulated and observed mean (± standard deviation, SD)
age 3+ population size of shovelnose sturgeon in the lower Platte
River during 2009–2011.

38.7, and 36.4, respectively Figure 12), while low interannual
variation (CVmodel = 0.085) in the simulated population was
consistent with field observations (CVfield = 0.090, Figure 12).
4. Discussion
Figure 10. Simulated and observed age-at-maturity of (a) male and (b)
female shovelnose sturgeon in the lower Platte River. Black circles and
red triangles indicate simulated and observed data (pooled from 2011
and 2012 sampling), respectively. Black solid lines and red dashed
lines in (a–b) indicate a logistic function fitted to simulated data and
observed data, respectively.

4.1. Model simulation analyses
Our model simulations demonstrated that seasonal and interannual variation in hydrological conditions drives timing,
location, and magnitude of spawning and recruitment success
of shovelnose sturgeon in regulated rivers such as the lower
Platte River (LPR). During our study period (1995–2011), the

Figure 11. Observed age structure of shovelnose sturgeon in the lower Platte River in (a) 2009, (b) 2010, and (c) 2011; and comparison between
simulated and observed abundance-at-age of shovelnose sturgeon in (d) 2009, (e) 2010, and (f) 2011. Year classes (YC) with total or near-total recruitment failures in model simulations are labeled in the figure.
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model showed that the weakest year-classes (2004 and 2006)
and strongest year-classes (1998 and 2008) occurred in the driest and wettest years, respectively. During the normal and wet
years, river flow rate is consistently above ~120 m3 s−1, maintaining more than 65% of mean river connectivity with good
habitat quality (mean habitat suitability or DiscFi = 0.38–0.41).
These conditions appear to be suitable for reproductive female
sturgeon to migrate and spawn, and likely for young-of-theyear (YOY) sturgeon to move freely, and forage and grow efficiently during the growing season (May–October).
A persistent drought period (2002–2006; annual mean discharge rates below 100 m3 s−1) however produced some areas with extreme low flow conditions (mean river connectivity
dropping to less than 40%; mean DiscFi = 0.22) that are unlikely to be suitable for sturgeon spawning and rearing. During this period, simulated sturgeon consistently exhibited total or near total recruitment failures; these consecutive weak
year-classes resulted in a steady decline (by 86% of the mean
pre-drought period population size) by the end of the drought
period in 2006. Furthermore, low or lack of recruitment during the drought period resulted in shifts in population demographics; the simulated population increasingly consisted of
older individuals. After the drought period, however, because
of strong year-classes produced in 2008 and 2010, the population primarily consisted of recently recruited individuals. We
discuss potential mechanisms underlying interannual recruitment variability via dynamic interactions of environmental
and biological processes below.
4.1.1. River hydrology influences on spawning behavior
River hydrology has been hypothesized to play a critical role
in fish spawning behavior and larval survival (e.g., DeLonay
et al., 2007; Peterson and Kwak, 1999; Phelps et al., 2010). Field
studies suggest that hydrological conditions such as flow and
connectivity appear to drive spawning behavior (e.g., migration
and congregation) of shovelnose sturgeon (Tripp et al., 2009),
but other environmental cues such as water temperature and
photoperiod or internal biological rhythms may be equally important for spawning events (Papoulias et al., 2011).
One hypothesized mechanism underlying recruitment
failure during droughts is lack of spawning (DeLonay et al.,
2009). The importance of river flow in spawning behavior has
been documented for many stream fishes including sturgeon
(Flowers et al., 2009; Paragamian and Wakkinen, 2011). In our
model, habitat quality based on river flow and drift prey density determines movement and habitat selection probability by
sturgeon, and ultimately spawning events. Model simulations
showed that while the numbers of spawners in the drought
period did not differ from those in normal or wet years, there
were more females who were reproductively ready but did
not spawn in the drought period. Persistent low flow conditions in early spawning season of the drought period forced
many gravid females to migrate to and congregate downstream, where flow rates are occasionally high enough during
the spawning season for some gravid females to spawn. The
role of river discharge in sturgeon spawning may thus serve
only as a temporal trigger for the beginning of the spawning
season (Goodman et al., 2013; Tripp et al., 2009), and other
environmental drivers such as water temperature may drive
spawning behavior by facilitating physiological processes
(e.g., energy allocation) in the final stage of gonad maturation
prior to spawning (DeLonay et al., 2007).
Sensitivity analysis indicated the importance of water temperature in population, spawning, and recruitment dynamics
(i.e., maximum spawning temperature), influencing the number of spawners and year class strength in a given year. While
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the natural flow regime is a reliable cue to initiate spawning for
riverine fish such as shovelnose sturgeon to anticipate favorable
conditions for spawning in late spring to early summer, water
temperature, which directly affects a variety of physiological
processes, appears to strongly influence population-level state
variables. Sensitivity to the biological parameters examined also
varied over time along with changes in the flow regime; during the dry years, state variables such as spawning biomass and
recruitment became less sensitive to the biological parameters,
indicating the importance of environmental variation such as
flow regimes for shovelnose sturgeon population dynamics.
In addition to being dispersal and spawning cues, river
flow also directly influences foraging of stream organisms
(Hart and Finelli, 1999; Spindler et al., 2012). Low flow conditions caused by flow regulation may reduce prey availability and foraging efficiency of drift-feeding predators (Poff et
al., 1991). In our model, the combination of low flow conditions and low drift prey production during the drought period
limited foraging opportunities and in turn facilitated shifts in
energy allocation particularly in adults; reduced energy intake lowered energy availability for storage and gonad tissues,
slowing growth and gonad development in mature females.
Habitat selection, especially during the drought period, may
therefore be a critical process for growth and survival (Hayes
et al., 2000; Spindler et al., 2012), and ultimately reproductive
success of drift-feeding predators (Schlosser, 1998).
Energy allocation to growth and reproduction in organisms with indeterminate growth may suggest dynamic tradeoffs to optimize fitness (Heino and Kaitala, 1999; Skjæraasen et
al., 2012); this life-history strategy also applies to sturgeon and
paddlefishes (Scarnecchia et al., 2007). Reduced energy intake
in stressful environments such as low flow conditions can slow
gonad development (Stead et al., 1999) and delay maturation,
potentially leading to skipped spawning and ultimately fewer
lifetime spawning events (Rideout and Tomkiewicz, 2011; Secor, 2008). Our model simulations showed that gravid females
were unable to obtain enough food to allocate sufficient energy to gonads because of low flow conditions and drift prey
availability during the drought period. However, while some
gravid females with poor condition aborted the reproductive cycle in the drought period, the number of females that
skipped spawning remained relatively low (<1%). Low flow
conditions only slowed gonad development and reduced the
number of spawning females during the drought period, but
these conditions were not severe enough to force the majority of gravid females to abort the reproductive cycle. Females
who aborted the reproductive cycle reallocated energy to storage; this energy reallocation in fact improved their physiological condition and thus likely prevented starvation mortality.
4.1.2. River hydrology influences on larval sturgeon
Habitat choices by spawning adults may determine the
fate of their young (Houde, 2009; Humphries et al., 1999; King
et al., 2003; Mion et al., 1998). Because of high vulnerability to extreme flow events, river flow can have larger effects
on growth and survival of larval sturgeon than on juveniles
and adults (Humphries et al., 1999). Our simulations showed
that the main cause of mortality of model YOY sturgeon in the
drought period was size-dependent predation during the initial post-settlement period. In the drought period, post-settlement larval sturgeon were unable to efficiently feed enough to
grow out of a size-dependent ‘predation window’ (Claessen et
al., 2002) because of low flow and low drift prey density. Further, increased density of spawning females within limited areas of the downstream may also have increased the likelihood
of a large number of larvae settling in proximity (crowding),
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enhancing density-dependent effects on their growth and survival (i.e., increased competition for limited resources). Reduced foraging success, and in turn slowed growth rates, thus
led to a large larval sturgeon mortality within the initial few
weeks in our simulations. By contrast, YOY sturgeon who survived this ‘critical period’ grew more by the end of the growing season in the drought period than in wet or normal years;
consecutive recruitment failures and declining population size
likely relieved these YOYs from density-dependent effects
(Cryer et al., 1986). Slow growth and low survival of post-settlement larvae thus appear to play a larger role than lack of
spawning in recruitment failures of Scaphirhynchus spp. during drought periods.
4.2. Model evaluation with field observations and model
limitations
Our sturgeon model reproduced observed patterns in
growth, energetics (via physiological condition), maturation, and movement of the LPR population, whereas there
were some discrepancies in age structure and in turn population size between observed and simulated populations.
Some of the largest discrepancies in age-specific abundance
were found in year classes from dry years, which suggest
that (1) large changes in flow regimes may have less catastrophic effects on recruitment (higher survival of larval
sturgeon) than projected; or (2) frequent migration between
the LPR and the mainstem Missouri River can compensate
large variation in demographics due to recruitment failure. Field observations however consistently suggest that
lack of hydrological effects on sturgeon recruitment is unlikely (DeLonay et al., 2009). As observed in previous simulation studies on other riverine fishes (e.g., (Jager et al.,
2001; Perry and Bond, 2009), these discrepancies may thus
suggest frequent migration between the LPR and the mainstem, allowing the sturgeon population to maintain age
structure and population size.
One major limitation in our model that may have prevented us from reproducing these patterns in population dynamics of shovelnose sturgeon is its spatial component. While
the model reproduced observed seasonal patterns in population spatial distribution within the LPR, our model did not account for immigration of shovelnose sturgeon from the upstream segments (North and South) of the Platte River or the
mainstem Missouri River to the LPR; we also assumed low
emigration from the LPR (a semi-closed population). We also
tracked only drifting larvae that settled within the LPR; those
who left the LPR were treated as ‘lost’ from the population.
While adult Scaphirhynchus spp. are relatively sedentary, field
studies have shown that they may frequently migrate over
long distances and likely move in and out of the LPR during
the spawning season (DeLonay et al., 2009). The findings from
other spatially explicit modeling studies on stream and riverine fishes suggest that river connectivity can determine habitat conditions for spawners and young-of-the-year fishes
and in turn population sustainability of migratory species
in regulated systems (Landguth et al., 2014; Marschall et al.,
2011; Perry and Bond, 2009). Reducing uncertainty associated
with spatial ecology of large migratory fishes such as Scaphirhynchus spp. including migration rate and potential metapopulation dynamics within the system (e.g., Jager et al., 2001) in
future modeling and field studies may help improve our capability to predict and identify the importance of each tributary
as spawning or nursery grounds for conservation and management purposes.
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4.3. Management implications for riverine fish recruitment in
regulated systems
Our model simulations demonstrated that both direct (dispersal and settlement) and indirect (energetics via drift prey
production) effects of river flow regimes can interactively determine recruitment success of shovelnose sturgeon in regulated rivers, further emphasizing the role of hydrology in recruitment variability for stream and riverine fishes (Rosenfeld
et al., 2012).
Managers of natural resources in regulated systems such as
the LPR regularly face challenging tasks in managing potentially conflicting services that rivers provide (e.g., irrigation vs.
endangered species conservation) (Gilliland et al., 1985). Our
model simulations suggest that interannual variation in hydrological conditions is a key driver in long-term sturgeon recruitment variability; occasional extreme hydrological events such as
droughts can severely reduce sturgeon spawning and recruitment potential. In particular, model simulations suggest that
slow growth and in turn low survival of larval sturgeon likely
play a larger role in recruitment failures during droughts than
low or lack of spawning events. Prolonged low flow conditions
during consecutive dry years observed in the LPR could thus
for instance hamper the recovery process of endangered species
such as pallid sturgeon. Similar effects of hydrology have been
documented in theoretical and empirical studies on riverine
species (e.g., Lake, 2003). In maintaining sustainable fish populations in regulated rivers, managers thus need to account not
only for spring peak flow as a spawning cue for reproductive
females but also a sustained level of flow for larvae to efficiently
forage and grow to be recruited into the population.
Because long-lived iteroparous species such as sturgeon
may have reproductive capacity to recover from persistent
recruitment failures with occasional strong year-classes ‘reserved’ in adult populations (i.e., storage effect, Secor, 2008),
they may persist for years with unfavorable hydrological
conditions before becoming extinct. With expected changes
in flow regimes (e.g., increased frequencies of floods and
droughts) due to changes in climate (Palmer et al., 2008), it is
increasingly imperative for scientists to understand and predict how flow regulation affects spawning behaviors and recruitment success, and inform managers to adjust actions that
can accommodate expected changes in river flow regimes.
Rivers and streams provide a variety of ecosystem services
(irrigation, navigation, hydroelectricity, etc. Wilson and Carpenter, 1999). With likely changes in water availability and
use due to expected intensification of agricultural land use to
meet demands of human food consumption (Mueller et al.,
2012), we need to account for potential tradeoffs when managing valuable natural resources, e.g., water (agricultural land
use, flood control, etc.) and conservation of threatened and endangered species with high socioeconomic value such as sturgeon (Dudgeon et al., 2006). Because of a variety of confounding factors (social, economic, and ecological costs for multiple
stakeholders) involved in managing fish populations, a framework of adaptive management using a process-oriented modeling approach (such as in our study) could provide a valuable
tool for managers to make ecologically sound trade-off decisions (Jacobson and Galat, 2008).
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Appendix A. Description of the SEIBM-1DSNS submodels
The following sections describe submodels of a spatially explicit (1-dimensional) individualbased model for shovelnose sturgeon (Scaphirhynchu platorynchus) (SEIBM-1DSNS). Parameter
values used for the model are provided in Appendix B. The model consists of one prey submodel
and six sturgeon submodels with a total of 72 parameters as described below.
Drift invertebrate production. Drift prey biomass (Bprey,t,i) in grid cell i on day t is calculated as
Bprey,t,i = Bprey,t-1,i + Prodprey,t,i + Mprey,t,i – Cpred,t-1,i

(A1)

where Prodprey,t,i is daily production (g • m-2 • d-1), Mprey,t,i is net migration (g • d-1) from
neighboring cells, and Cpred,t-1,i is consumption by sturgeon (g • d-1). Prodprey,t,i is calculated daily
using a logistic growth function (Rashleigh and Grossman, 2005) as
Prodprey = GRprey × 1  Varpreyprod sin(

Bio prey
2DOY
)  (1  (
))) × Bioprey
365
q prod  B max prey

(A1a)

where GRprey is the growth rate (d-1), Varpreyprod is a term that accounts for variation in Prodprey,
qprod is an indicator of discharge-dependent habitat quality (which ranges from 0-1), Bioprey is
prey biomass in a grid cell (g • m-2), and Bmax is the maximum biomass (g • m-2) (Appendix B).
qprod is a flow-dependent non-linear function calculated as qprod = 1.01e-0.5(Vmean – 0.603)/0.249)^2,
where Vmean is mean water velocity (m • s-1); Vmean is calculated as Vmean = Disc / (Width ×
Depth), where Disc, Width, and Depth are river discharge, width, and depth (Appendix C). Mprey,t
is calculated as
Mprey,t = mprod × (Bprey,t,i – Bprey,t-1,i)

(A1b)

where mprod is net migration rate (d-1) (Appendix B, Rashleigh and Grossman, 2005). Prey
biomass in each grid cell is then distributed into five body length classes (1-3, 3-5, 5-7,7-9, and
9-11 mm). Relative density of each size class is calculated assuming the Poisson distribution
with mean of 0.41 mm (= ~1 μg).
Embryonic and larval development. Embryonic development is evaluated by a cumulative
fractional temperature-dependent function derived from data reported by Wang et al. (1985).
Daily development of eggs (Degg) is calculated as
Degg = 1/(αegge−βeggTave / 24)

(A2)

where αegg and βegg are constants (Appendix B), and Tave is daily mean water temperature.
Hatching occurs when Degg ≥ 1. We assume that hatched larvae use their yolk sac for ~10 days
(at 17-18 ºC, Wang et al., 1985) before exogenous feeding. Post-hatch yolk-sac larval
development to the first exogenous feeding (Dyalksac) is calculated with a temperature-dependent
function derived from data reported by Wang et al. (1985) as
Dyolksac = 1 / ((αyolksace−βyolksacTave – αegge−βeggTave)/24)

(A3)
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where αyolksac and βyolksac are constants (Appendix B). Exogenous feeding occurs when Dyolksac ≥
1, after which we track foraging, growth, movement, and mortality for each SIyoy.
Foraging. Foraging is simulated with the functional response model by Beddington (1975) and
DeAngelis et al. (1975), which is a function of encounter rate, handling time, prey selectivity,
and prey and predator densities. This model incorporates both predator and prey densitydependent effects to reflect flow-dependent resource competition. Daily consumption rate of
prey size class i (Ci, g • d-1) is calculated as

Ci =

W preyi  N preyi

(A4)

1   ( E preyi  Q preyi  HTpreyi )   ( Eint ra  Dint ra )

where Wprey,i is body mass (mg, wet) of the ith prey size class, Nprey,i is the realized number of
the ith prey size class consumed (number • s-1), Eprey,i and Eintra are the realized encounter rates
for the ith prey size class and other sturgeon individuals (number • s-1, respectively), Qprey i is the
probability of attacking the ith prey size class, which is used to calculate Nprey,i, HTprey i is
handling time (s) of the ith prey size class, and Dpreyi and D intra are the density of ith prey size
class and sturgeon (g • m-2) in a given cell, respectively.
To account for direct flow-dependence in foraging by shovelnose sturgeon (Modde and
Schmulbach, 1977; Seibert et al., 2011), we use the drift foraging model by Guensch et al.
(2001) to calculate the realized encounter rate (Eprey,i and Eintra); drift-feeding sturgeon are
assumed to encounter and capture prey within an area defined by fish swimming speed and water
velocity. Eprey,i and Eintra are calculated by a randomly drawn number from a Poisson distribution
with potential encounter rate (ERprey i or intra, number • s-1) as the number of trials, calculated as
ERprey i

or intra =

Vmax × MCAprey i

or intra ×

Dprey i

or intra

(A4a)

where Vmax is the maximum sustainable swimming speed of sturgeon (m • s-1), and MCA prey i
2
intra is the maximal capture (or competition for MCAintra) area (m ). Vmax is calculated by
empirically derived functions of temperature and fish length; Vmax increases with increasing
temperature and fish length. MCAi is calculated as
MCAi =

ΔѲ
2

× MCD2i

or

(A4b)

where ΔѲ is an incremental angle perpendicular to the flow vector (MCA is divided into 10 equal
segments, Guensch et al., 2001), and MCDi is the maximal capture (or competition) distance (m).
MCDi is a function of fish swimming speed and water velocity and is calculated as
MCDi =

2
2
RDi2  (Vmax
 Vmean
)
2
2
2
Vbottom  Vmax  Vmean )

(A4c)

where RDi is the reactive distance to the ith prey size class (m) and Vbottom is bottom water
velocity (m • s-1). Vbottom is calculated using a function of Vmean empirically derived for the LPR
using data reported by Peters and Parham (2008); Vbottom = 0.1176 + 0.4031Vmean. When water
velocity is greater than their swimming speed, sturgeon stop foraging. RDi is calculated by an
empirically derived function of prey and sturgeon lengths as
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RDi = αRD(Lprey/10) × (1 – e

  RD L fish

)

(A4d)

where αRD and βRD are constants (Appendix B), Lprey is prey length (mm) and Lfish is sturgeon
length (mm). In the Foraging submodel, exact body length of drift prey is randomly assigned
using a uniform distribution (between minimum and maximum of each size class) each day. The
attack probability (Qpreyi) is then calculated as a function of selectivity and prey density as
Qpreyi =

C i  D preyi

 C

i

 D preyi

(A4e)

where Cαi is prey selectivity based on Chesson’s alpha for the prey size class i. Dpreyi is
calculated by dividing total biomass by individual mass (i.e., Dpreyi = Bpreyi / Wpreyi , where Wprey i
is the body mass of the ith prey size class (g wet), calculated using an empirically derived
function as Wprey i = 0.0018Lprey2.62 / 0.145 / 1000 (Benke et al., 1999). Cαi is calculated by a prey
size-dependent function as
Cαi = ׀αCα – βCα(Lprey / Lfish)) ׀

(A4f)

where αCα and βCα are constant (Rose et al. 1997). Handling time (HTprey, s) for drift-feeding
sturgeon is assumed to be 1.0.
The daily foraging rate is limited by a temperature-dependent maximum daily consumption
rate (Cmax, g • d-1) and is calculated as
Cmax = αcmaxWfishβcmax × fTcmax

(A5)

where αcmax and βcmax are constants (Appendix B), Wfish is total mass of sturgeon (g wet), and
fTcmax is a temperature-dependent function, calculated as
fTcmax = (αTc – βTcTave)γTc × e(δTcTave – εTc)

(A5a)

where αTc, βTc, γTc, δTc, and εTc are constants (Appendix B).
Growth. Growth is simulated by the bioenergetics model (Hanson et al., 1997) modified to
incorporate energy allocation to storage and gonad tissues (Bevelhimer, 2002; Sibly et al., 2013);
The standard bioenergetics model assumes that energy available for growth is a function of
energy consumed less energy lost due to metabolism as
G = C – R – F – U – SDA

(A6)

where G is growth, C is consumption, R is respiration, F is egestion, U is excretion, and SDA is
specific dynamic action. All units are in g • g-1 • day-1. C is derived from the Foraging submodel.
R is calculated as
R = αRWfish βR × fTR × ACT × OF

(A6a)
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where αR and βR are constants, fTR is a temperature-dependent function, ACT is an activity
multiplier, and OF is an oxycalorific factor (Appendix B). fTR is calculated as
fTR = e TR Tave

(A6b)

F = αFC

(A6c)

where αTR is a constant (Appendix B).
F is calculated as
where αF is a constant (Appendix B). U is calculated as
U = αU(C – F)

(A6d)

where αU is a constant (Appendix B). SDA is calculated as
SDA = αSDA(C – F)

(A6e)

where αSDA is a constant (Appendix B).
In this model, we assume that once assimilated, energy is allocated to storage (reversible, Wstr)
and structural (irreversible, Wstrc) tissues (Gurney et al., 2003; Höök et al., 2008). To calculate
growth, grams of prey consumed from the Foraging submodel are first converted to joules
(EDprey, Appendix B). For post-settlement larvae and juveniles, when Wstr is less than optimal
storage mass (Wstropt), surplus net energy is allocated to storage tissue first until Wstropt is reached.
Wstropt is calculated as
Wstropt = Wfish × ρopt

(A7)

where ρopt is the proportion of optimal storage mass relative to total mass. ρopt is calculated using
a length-dependent function as
ρopt = αρIn(Lfish) + βρ, when ρopt > 0.2
otherwise, ρopt = 0.2

(A7a)

where αρ and βρ are constants (Appendix B, Höök et al., 2008). When Wstr is greater than Wstropt,
the surplus energy is allocated to both storage and structural mass such that ρopt is maintained as
Wstr = ρopt ×

EDStr
EDStr  EDStrc

Wstrc = (1 – ρopt) ×

EDStrc
EDStr  EDStrc

(A7b)

(A7c)

where EDstr and EDstrc are energy density of storage and structural tissues (Appendix B).
Growth in length is then calculated using length-mass functions, which are modified such that
length increases only when structural mass increases as
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Lfish = αgrowWstrcβgrow

(A8)

where αgrow and βgrow are constants (Appendix B). When the assimilated energy is less than the
energy expended through metabolism (negative net energy), mass is lost only from the storage
tissue, while structural mass and length remain the same.
In SEIBM-1DSNS, maturity status is evaluated once a year at the beginning of each simulation
year. Probability of maturation (Pmature) is calculated by an empirically derived function of body
length using data reported by Tripp et al. (2009) as

1

Pmature =

1 (

L fish

 Pmature

(A9)

)

  Pmature

where αPmature and βPmature are constants (Appendix B).
For reproductive adults, energy is also allocated to gonad development. We assume that mature
sturgeon in the reproductive cycle gradually allocate energy to gonad tissue between spawning
events. The energy allocation to gonadal development follows the formulation by Van Winkle et
al. (1997). Adults initiate the annual reproductive cycle only when their physiological condition
(KS) is above the threshold value for reproduction (KSrep). In SEIBM-1DSNS, we calculate KS
using relative storage mass (as KS = Wstor / Woptstor). Adults who do not meet the minimum
physiological condition do not enter the annual reproductive cycle and allocate energy only to
structural and storage tissues.
The amount of daily energy allocated to Egonad (γgonad, J • d-1) by healthy (KS ≥ 1.0) adults is a
function of expected gonad energy content on the spawning day, the minimal spawning interval
(1 year for males and 3 years for females), and the earliest expected spawning day (Appendix B).
The expected gonad energy content on the spawning day is calculated by an allometric function
as
Egonad = αgWstrucβg

(A10)

where αg and βg are constants (Appendix B).
While the earliest expected spawning day is assumed to occur in late March (when daylight
hours >12 h), the realized spawning day is determined by discharge, temperature, and
gonadosomatic index or GSI (see Spawning submodel). γgonad is further adjusted when the
physiological condition is below the threshold as
γgonad =

γgonad, when KS ≥ KSnorm
γgonad × (1 – e-δg(KS – KSspawn)), when KS < KSnorm
0, when KS < KSspawn

(A11)

where KSnorm is the normal physiological condition, δg is a constant, and KSspwn is the minimum
physiological condition to remain in the reproductive cycle (Appendix B).
Spawning. Spawning is a stochastic event and occurs only when the following ecological and
physiological conditions are concurrently met: (1) water temperature (Gilliland et al., 1985); (2)
minimum discharge rate; and (3) the minimal GSI (Pelletier and Mahévas, 2005) (Appendix B).
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These conditions determine the spawning day, as well as the number of spawning adults
producing viable gametes. Fecundity (Negg) is calculated by dividing energy content of gonad by
that of an egg (i.e., Negg = Egonad / Eegg, where Egonad is the energy content (J) of the gonad on the
spawning day, and Eegg is the energy content of a single egg (J • egg-1, Appendix B). We assume
that size and energy content of eggs are uniform and constant. After spawning, these individuals
lose all gonad mass, and their KS and total mass are updated. Spawning adults do not re-enter the
reproductive cycle until KS meets the threshold.
Movement. In the SEIBM-1DSNS, fish movement is tracked in the longitudinal direction only.
The movement consists of two components; orientation (upstream and downstream) and distance
(m). The movement of eggs and pre-settlement larvae is determined only by water velocity. The
movement of post-settlement larvae, juveniles, and adults is determined by habitat quality based
on discharge and drift prey biomass.
Shovelnose sturgeon are generally sedentary (mean daily movement rates < 350 m, Hurley et
al., 1987; Peters and Parham, 2008). In the SEIBM-1DSNS, we assume that the maximum
distance that fish can travel daily is limited to be within three (above or below the current grid
cell) neighboring cells (or 3.0 km). We assume that during the day, fish swim within this limited
area and explore these neighboring grid cells before they 'settle' to a new cell. Individuals that are
located within the upper or lower two boundary cells (1-2 or 161-162 rkm) can move out of the
model LPR system (the probability of these individuals to emigrate is set to 0.01), but the
movement into tributaries of the LPR or the mainstem Missouri River is not evaluated; the fish
emigrated from the LPR system are treated as being ‘lost’ from the population.
The direction of a fish’s movement is determined by its responses to habitat quality of the
current and neighboring (one above and one below) cells. The overall habitat quality of the cells
is calculated as
ENVVi = DiscFi αM × ConnectFi βM × PreyFi γM × RU

(A12)

where DiscFi, ConnectFi, and PreyFi are habitat quality indices based on habitat availability, river
connectivity, and drift prey density (respectively) in the grid cell i, RU is a random variate drawn
from a uniform distribution for inherent uncertainty in a fish’s ability to assess habitat quality,
αM, βM, and γM are weights for each habitat index. In the SEIBM-1DSNS, the weights are equally
assigned for discharge and drift prey density. Fish move (or stay in the current cell) in the
direction (upstream or downstream) with highest overall habitat quality.
Normalized habitat-quality indices (which vary between 0 and 1) of the cells are determined as
follows: PreyFi is based on a cumulative prey selectivity-adjusted density, which is a function of
prey density, prey size, and fish size from the Foraging submodel (i.e., Qpreyi); DiscFi and
ConnectFi are empirically derived from discharge-dependent habitat suitability and river
connectivity models developed for the LPR population of shovelnose sturgeon (Peters and
Parham, 2008) as
DiscFi = (αHSIdis e e

 ( Disclog(log(2 ))

– βHSIdis)/δHSIdis)))/αHSIdis

ConnectFi = αConnect/(1 + e  ( Disc  Connect) / Connect )

(A13a)
(A13b)
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where αHSIdis, βHSIdis , δHSIdis αConnect, βConnect, and δConnect are constants (Appendix B). Furthermore,
we assume that sturgeon avoid cells with water velocity greater than their critical swimming
speed (Vmax; see Foraging submodel); DiscFi of those cells is set to 0.
Once movement orientation is determined, the new realized location is calculated using fish
swimming speed and water velocity as
Lont = Lont -1 + (vz + wz) × tmove

(A13c)

where Lont and Lont -1 are spatial locations of fish at t and t-1 (rkm), vz is sturgeon swimming
speed (when sturgeon move upstream, vz = −vz), wz is water velocity (m • s-1), and tmove is time
that sturgeon are active (h).
Mortality. In SEIBM-1DSNS, mortality is caused by high temperature (eggs and yolk-sac
larvae), predation (eggs, larvae, and juveniles), starvation, and fishing (age 3+). We assume that
a constant proportion (Mthrm) of eggs and yolk-sac larvae die when water temperature rises above
24 °C (Quist et al., 2004); Mthrm is set to 0.8. For predation, starvation, and fishing mortality,
realized mortality is calculated as a stochastic event. The probabilities of predation and fishing
mortality (Mpred and Mangl, respectively) are calculated as
Mpred or angl = 1 – e-Zpred or Angl

(A14)

where Zpred is a size-dependent daily instantaneous mortality rate, calculated as
Zpred = αZpred e   Zpred L fish

(A14a)

where αZpred and βZpred are constants (Appendix B). We assume that predation mortality declines
as turbidity increases, the turbidity effect (PTrb) is modeled using a logistic function based on
data reported by Gadomski and Parsley (2005) as
PTrb = αTrb /(1+e-(Trb – 298.6103)/−βTrb)

(A14b)

where Trb is turbidity (NTB), and αTrb and βTrb are parameters (Appendix B). Fishing mortality
rate (Zangl) is estimated from annual harvest rates in the LPR (Peters and Parham, 2008).
The probability of starvation mortality (Mstarv) is storage weight-dependent and calculated as
Mstarv = αS + βSρopt

(A15)

where αS and βS are constants (Appendix B).
Realized mortality of eggs and larvae is calculated by drawing a random number from the
binomial distribution with Mpred or Mstarv as the probability and the number of individuals
represented by each SIyoy as the number of trials. For age 1+ sturgeon, each individual dies when
a random number drawn from a uniform distribution is below either Mstarv or Mangl.
Starvation mortality is evaluated only when a proportion of storage mass relative to total mass
drops below the threshold (ρopt, Appendix B).
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Appendix B. Sources and values of the sturgeon model parameters.
Parameter

Value

Units

Lfish∞
KL
t0

770.78, 811.52
0.14, 0.11
-1.13, -1.99

mm
year-1
unitless

αegg
βegg

1185.03
-0.127

unitless
unitless

αyolksac
βyolksac

1535.62
-0.071

unitless
unitless

αCα, βCα
αRD
βRD
αcmax
βcmax
αTc, βTc
γTc, δTc, εTc

0.5, 1.75
0.12
0.2
0.18
0.75
3.81, 0.125
1.57, 0.19625, 3.925

unitless
unitless
unitless
unitless
unitless
unitless
unitless

αR
βR
ACT
OF
αTR
αF
αU

7.13
0.78
3.8, 3.5, 2.2
13560
0.0693
0.15
0.05

unitless
unitless
unitless
J • g-1 O2
unitless
unitless
unitless

αSDA

0.12

unitless

αρ

0.12768

βρ
EDstr
EDstrc

0.02
8457
4396
0.000000366,
0.00000031

αgrow

Description
Initialization
Asymptotic average length (male and female, respectively)
Brody growth rate coefficient (male and female, respectively)
von Bertalanffy parameter (male and female, respectively)
Embryonic development
Coefficient of the fractional development of an embryo
Exponent of the fractional development of an embryo
Larval development
Coefficient of the fractional development of a yolk-sac larva
Exponent of the fractional development of a yolk-sac larva
Foraging
Parameters in the Chesson's α
Coefficient of the reactive distance function
Exponent of the reactive distance function
Intercept of the maximum daily consumption function
Slope of the maximum daily consumption function
Coefficients in the temperature function
Exponents in the temperature function
Metabolism
Intercept of the allomateric mass function
Slope of the allometric mass function
Activity multiplier (larva, juvenile, and adult, respectively)
Oxycalorific conversion factor
Exponent of the temperature function
Proportion of consumed energy allocated to egestion
Proportion of consumed energy allocated to excretion
Proportion of consumed energy allocated to specific dynamic
action
Growth

Equation

Source

1
1
1

Tripp et al. 2009
Tripp et al. 2009
Tripp et al. 2009

A2
A2

Wang et al. 1985
Wang et al. 1985

A3
A3

Wang et al. 1985
Wang et al. 1985

A4f
A4d
A4d
A5
A5
A5a
A5a

Rose et al. 1996
Bevelhimer 2002
Bevelhimer 2002
Bevelhimer 2002
Bevelhimer 2002
Bevelhimer 2002
Bevelhimer 2002

A6a
A6a
A6a
A6a
A6b
A6c
A6d

Bevelhimer 2002
Bevelhimer 2002
Calibration
Hanson et al. 1997
Bevelhimer 2002
Bevelhimer 2002
Bevelhimer 2002

A6e

Bevelhimer 2002

unitless

Slope of the optimal ρ function

A7a

unitless
J • g-1
J • g-1

Intercept of the optimal ρ function
Energy density of storage tissue
Energy density of structural tissue
Coefficient of the structural mass-length function (YOY and
YAO, respectively)

A7a
A7b, A7c
A7b, A7c

unitless

A8

Estimated from Shuman et al.
2007 data
Estimated from Shuman et al.
2007 data
Wang et al. 1987
USDA 2001
Estimated from Shuman et al.
2007 data
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Exponent of the structural mass-length function (YOY and
YAO, respectively)
Energy density of drift prey
Coefficient of the allometric maturation function (male and
female, respectively)
Exponent of the allometric maturation function (male and
female, respectively)
Intercept of the allometric maturation function (male and
female, respectively)
Intercept of the allometric gonad function (female and male,
respectively)
Slope of the allometric gonad function (female and male,
respectively)
Exponent of the gonad energy allocation function
Normal physiological condition
Minimum physiological condition to enter in the reproductive
cycle
Minimum physiological condition to remain in the
reproductive cycle
Spawning
Energy density of an individual egg
Movement

A8

Estimated from Shuman et al.
2007 data
Lantry and Stewart 1993

A9

Tripp et al. 2009

A9

Tripp et al. 2009

A9

Tripp et al. 2009

A10

Calibration

A10
A11
A11

Calibration
Calibration
Van Winkle et al. 1997

A11

Van Winkle et al. 1997

A11

Van Winkle et al. 1997

βgrow
EDprey

2.73, 3.39
3138

unitless
J • g-1

αPmature

0.9236, 1.0711

unitless

βPmature

570.6, 674.7

unitless

γPmature

-21.4, -15.88

unitless

αg

0.22, 0.03

unitless

βg
δg
KSnorm

1.05, 1.29
18.5
1

unitless
unitless
unitless

KSspwn

0.8

unitless

KSspwn

0.7

unitless

Eegg

45.72

J • egg-1

αHSIdis, βHSIdis,
δHSIdis
αconnect,
βconnect, δconnect
tmove
Pmig

65.252, 111.03, 63.3
100.083, 123.107,
38.099
2.5
0.004

unitless

Parameters of the discharge-habitat suitability relationship

A13a

Peters and Perham 2008

unitless
hrs • d-1
unitless

A13b
A13c

Peters and Perham 2008
Calibration
Calibration

Zegg
Zyolksac

0.99
0.438

year-1
year-1

Parameters in the discharge-connectivity relationship
Time that shovelnose sturgeon are active
Probability of immigration from the system
Mortality
Instantaneous rate of predation mortality (eggs)
Instantaneous rate of predation mortality (yolk-sac larvae)

A14
A14

Calibration
Calibration

Zangl

0.43

year-1

A14

Peters and Perham 2008

αZpred

0.4

unitless

A14a

Calibration

βZpred
αTrb, βTrb, δTrb
αS
βS

0.676, 0.08
1.2102, 298.61, 178.88
0.1
0.4

unitless
unitless
unitless
unitless

Instantaneous rate of angling mortality
Coefficient of the size-dependent predation mortality function
(feeding larvae and YAO)
Exponent of the size-dependent predation mortality function
(feeding larvae and YAO)
Parameters in the turbidity function
Intercept of the starvation mortality function
Coefficient of the starvation mortality function

A14a
A14b
A15
A15

Calibration
Gadomski and Parsley 2005
Calibration
Calibration

USDA 2001
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Appendix C. Derivation of environmental input data.
Time-series inputs of temperature, discharge, depth, width, and turbidity derived from the LPR
field survey data by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) National Water Information
System (http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis). Discharge data are measured at five gauging stations
along the river; Duncan (USGS station# 06774000), North Bend (#06796000), Leshara
(#06796500), Ashland (#06801000), and Louisville (#06805500). In the model environment,
discharge rates from these stations are assigned to grid cell # 1, 50, 76, 128, and 162,
respectively. The discharge rates of grid cells between these stations are then estimated by linear
interpolation.
Because of limited data availability (e.g., no measurement during winters), we used a wave
function to estimate daily and depth average temperature (Tave) as
Tave = αT – βTcos(0.0172tDOY) – γTsin(0.0172tDOY)

(C1)

where αT, βT, and γT are parameters that vary among simulation years (Appendix D).
Depth, width, and turbidity of each grid cell were estimated by empirically derived nonlinear
functions of daily discharge rate for each simulation year as
Width = γwid + αwid(1 – βwiddisc)
Depth = γdep + αdep(1 – e

  dep disc

Turb = γturb + αturb(1 – e   turb

disc

(C2)
)

(C3)

)

(C4)

where αwid, βwid, γwid, αdep, βdep, γdep, αturb, βturb, and γturb are parameters that vary among simulation
years (Appendix D), and disci is daily discharge rate.
Photoperiod is calculated using a function of longitude and day of year (Forsythe et al. 1995)
as
DL = 24 – 2[(12/π)arccos(tan(πLat/180) × tan(δDL)]
(C5)
δDL = (23.45/180)πcos[(2π / 365) × (173 – DOY)]
where Lat is latitude and DOY is day of year.
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Appendix D. Sources and values of the environment model parameters.
Parameter

αT
βT
γT

Value
varies among years (19952011)
varies among years (19952011)
varies among years (19952011)

βwid

252.31, 244.49, 328.60,
229.24, 194.70
0.9041, 0.9923, 0.9943,
0.9933, 0.9992

γwid

183.44, 155.29, 168.75, 167.56

αwid

Units

Source

Parameter in the mean daily water temperature function

C1

Estimated from field data

unitless

Parameter in the mean daily water temperature function

C1

Estimated from field data

unitless

Parameter in the mean daily water temperature function
River width
Parameter in the discharge-river width relationship (1, 50, 78,
128, and 162, respectively)
Parameter in the discharge-river width relationship (1, 50, 78,
128, and 162, respectively)
Parameter in the discharge-river width relationship 1, 50, 78,
128, and 162 respectively)
River depth
Parameter in the discharge-river depth relationship 1, 50, 78,
128, and 162, respectively)
Parameter in the discharge-river depth relationship (1, 50, 78,
128, and 162, respectively)
Parameter in the discharge-river depth relationship (1, 50, 78,
128, and 162, respectively)
Turbidity
Mean and SD of parameter in the discharge-turbidity
relationship
Mean and SD of parameter in the discharge-turbidity
relationship
Mean and SD of parameter in the discharge-turbidity
relationship
Photoperiod
Latitude of the Lower Platte River
Drift prey production
Initial drift prey biomass
Growth rate of drift prey
Variance in drift prey growth
Maximum drift prey biomass
Parameters of the discharge-habitat quality relationship
Parameters of the discharge-habitat quality relationship
Parameters of the discharge-habitat quality relationship
Net migration rate

C1

Estimated from field data

C2

Estimated from field data

C2

Estimated from field data

C2

Estimated from field data

C3

Estimated from field data

C3

Estimated from field data

C3

Estimated from field data

C4

Estimated from field data

C4

Estimated from field data

C4

Estimated from field data

unitless
unitless
unitless

γdep
αturb

-68.8031, 12.3288

unitless

βturb

990.8303, 59.4367

unitless

γturb

0.001, 0.0001

unitless

Lat

41

°

Bpreyinit
GRprey
Varpreyprod
Bmaxprey
αqprod
βqprod
γqprod
mprod

18.8
0.175
0.25
117.6
1.01
0.603
0.249
0.0007

g • m-2
g • d-1
unitless
g • m-2
unitless
unitless
unitless
d-1

βdep

Equation

unitless

0.9663, 0.7820, 0.9909,
4.4333, 0.7484
1.2562, 1.6957, 1.3614,
1.7589, 2.10063
0.0089, 0.0022, 0.0024,
0.0015, 0.0012

αdep

Description
Temperature

unitless
unitless
unitless

C5
A1a
A1a
A1a
A1a
A1a
A1a
A1a
A1a

Whiles and Goldowitz 2005
Rashleigh and Grossman 2005
Rashleigh and Grossman 2005
Whiles and Goldowitz 2005
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated
Rashleigh and Grossman 2005
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